STUDENT SENATE BILL 2015-104

TITLE: Funding for Fellowship of Christian Athletes

AUTHOR: Senate Allocations Committee

AMOUNT: $1,717.45

Special Request for:

1. Programming (venue, speakers) $875.00
2. Advertising (Facebook advertisements, banner) $135.00
3. Copies (flyers from SG copy) $36.00
4. Food $125.45

Grand Total: $1,171.45

President: Jared Lanier

Active Members: 30

Purpose: The purpose of Fellowship of Christian Athletes is to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the University of Florida campus through their relationships and fellowship with the Church. They aim to reach a larger portion of the campus and to advertise their organization to reach students and thrive.

Activities: They plan to host weekly meetings where various inspirational speakers will come and tell their life stories. They will also be having a dodge ball tournament to bring awareness to their organization and an end of the year ball. They plan to increase their advertising efforts on the University of Florida campus as well.
Intent:

Let it be known that this request passed with the suspension of 808.10 which states that all off-campus recreational activities will only be half funded under the programming line. This is due to the fact that this organization has been having all their current meetings at the Gator Wesley Ballroom, which has equipment for their band to perform at every meeting and has a lower cost compared to the other locations on campus that would charge for the equipment rental. The location is also just right across the street from campus.

Proviso: This allocation will exhaust at the end of the fiscal year on June 30, 2015
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